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Archives Category:Academy Award for Technical Achievement winnersPancreatic lipase
activity: relation to alpha-amylase activity and glucose tolerance. The relationships between
pancreatic lipase and alpha-amylase activity and glucose tolerance were studied in patients
of varied origin. The alpha-amylase/lipase ratio and the total amylase activity were found to

be decreased in the presence of gastric vagotomy, but normal in patients with pancreas
divisum. No correlation was found between either pancreatic lipase or total amylase activity

and blood glucose levels in any of the groups studied.Q: check the input/content of a form for
the existence of a specific string I am trying to check the input of a form for the existence of

a specific string like this: if(!get_submit($_POST['number']) && strpos($_POST['titre'], ''. $que.
'')!= false) function get_submit($input) { if (isset($input['number']) && isset($input['titre'])) {
return $input; } else { return false; } } I also have tried variations using! (not) and the fact
that strpos returns the position of a string in a string I want to check to see if the content of

the form is exactly $que, and nothing else. if(!get_submit($_POST['number']) &&
strpos($_POST['titre'], '$que')!= false) Any help will be greatly appreciated A: I'm surprised
this isn't working as you expected it to. You have a lot of syntax error which are the root of

your problems. This should work better. if(!isset($_POST['number']) ||!isset($_POST['titre'])){
//no post var set }elseif(!strpos($_POST['titre'], '$que')){ //strpos returned false }else{ //stuff

} c6a93da74d
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